Winter Frost Punch Board Gift Box
Stamp Sets:

Merry Little Christmas #131826 (wood) #131829 (clear)

Ink:

Smoky Slate Classic Stampin’ Pad #131179
Bermuda Bay Classic Stampin’ Pad #131171

Card Stock:

Bermuda Bay #131197
Whisper White #100730
Winter Frost Specialty Designer Paper #132341

Accessories: Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine #113439
Gift Bow Bigz Die #129977
Chalk Talk Framelits #129983
Magnetic Platform #130658
Envelope Punch Board #133774
White Baker’s Twine #124262
Sticky Strip #104294
Bone Folder #102300
Paper Snips #103579
Glue Dots #103683
Dimensionals #104430
Champagne Shimmer Mist (retired)
Cutting Dimensions:
Bermuda Bay Card Stock
Whisper White Card Stock
Designer Series Paper
Whisper White Baker’s Twine

---------

5 ½” x 8 ½”
2 ¼” x 5 ½”
8” x 8”
7”

Assembly Instructions: (It’s helpful to read through all instructions before beginning.)
1. Align left edge of the 8” x 8” Designer Paper at the 3” mark of the Envelope Punch Board.
Punch, then score. Rotate paper 90° counter clockwise, align left edge at the 3” mark again,
punch and score.
2. Without rotating the paper, align score mark with the Score Guide on the Punch Board (see
image above). Punch and score again. Rotate paper 90°, align at each score mark (there
are two on this side) punch and score. Rotate paper again and continue aligning at score
lines, punching and scoring until you have 2 notched edges on each side of the paper.
3. Round all four corners with the Reverse Punch.
4. Fold along all scored lines with bone folder. Cut 4 flaps along solid lines as shown in the
templates pictured above.
5. Apply Sticky Strip to the inside bottom flap and outside bottom flaps as shown in templates
pictured above.
6. Remove backing from the Sticky Strip on both small flaps first. Fold flaps toward the inside of
the bottom scored section of the box and adhere, making sure to square up the edges.
Remove backing from Sticky Strip on bottom flap of box. Fold the two side flaps of the box in
and then with the box squared up adhere the bottom flap to form the bottom of the box.
Fold the top flap of the box down and tuck inside to close.
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7. Stamp the sentiment with Smoky Slate ink onto the Whisper White Card Stock, then stamp the
scroll image with Bermuda Bay ink below the sentiment.
8. Die-cut using the Chalk Talk Tag Framelit.
Sandwich Framelits as follows(from bottom to top):

Magnetic Platform
Cutting Pad
Card Stock
Framelit (with ridged cutting edge down)
Cutting Pad

9. Die-cut a hole at the top of the label using the decorative oval framelit. Sandwich the same
as above.
10. Stamp the sentiment image again onto remaining scrap of Whisper White card stock with
Bermuda Bay ink. Cut the word “little” out with Paper Snips and adhere over the same word
on the tag with a Glue Dot. Add White Baker’s Twine to the top of the tag with a slip knot.
11. Die-cut the Gift Bow from the Bermuda Bay card stock.
Sandwich as follows(from bottom to top):

Cutting Pad
Gift Bow Bigz Die
Card Stock
Cutting Pad

12. You’ll use all, but the small loop from the die-cut pieces. Rub pieces with a bone folder to
break down the fibers in the card stock and allow it to curl easier. Using Glue Dots, fold the
ends of the large loop section toward the center and adhere to form bow. Adhere the tails of
the bow to the bottom side of the loops with Glue Dots. Wrap the center section around all
adhered layers and attach with Glue Dots.
13. Tie the tag through the right loop into a knot. Trim ends of Baker’s Twine. Adhere bow onto
box with a Dimensional.
Your gift box is finished…Enjoy!!
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